
chapter 4 

New Protocol Design 

Almost all information providers need others' information since they can not survive 

with only their information. Currently there are many ways to transfer data among 

several systems, but most of those mechanisms are very specific. Anyhow, there are 

lots of good features in these mechanisms. Therefore, by extracting most of the good 

features and technologies, a single generic new protocol can be developed as 
• described in this chapter. Figure 4.1 shows the core segments of the new protocol. 
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Figure 4.1 High level architecture design of the new protocol 
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New protocol core function areas are Online Information Transfer (with an input 

interface, an output interface and information transport mechanism), Offline 

Information Transfer (with an input interface, an output interface and information 

transfer mechanism)" and Information Mapping Mechanism (in both online and 

offline information transfer). 

4.1 Information Types (Formats), Names and Values 

Any information has three main attributes, namely, type, name and valye. When two 

or more systems are integrated for information sharing, one of t~ ' major issues is 

those information types, names and values are mismatching. There can be different 

types (formats), names or even different kind of values. But the raw meaning of the 

information can be the same. 

4.1.1 Issues in information Types, Names and Values 

Information Types (Formats) ... 

Consider the following case, even the information types are different, but all the cases 

give the same meaning to the end user. That means anyhow systems must understand 

the same meaning of information regardless of the type (format). 

• Integer 

• Float 

• Text 

Marks= 95 

Marks = 95.0000 

Marks= 95 

Information Names 

Consider the following case of naming, conflict. Even when the information names 

are different; they give the same meaning. That means whatever the information name, 

the system must have some kind of a mechanism to understand that naming 

convention. 
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• Subject 

• Course 

• CourseName 

• Course Name 

• Course-Name 

Information Values 

When considering the information values, typically values have no meaning other than 
( 

in a relevant business domain. Even inside a system, sometimes a ~ngle information 

value has no meaning. This is one of the issues in independent development of several 

systems that should operate together. That can happen due to the usage of some 

identity numbers and some values that arc derived from other values. The other 

problem is, infonnation values can have same meaning in business domain but they 

can be represented in several different ways. Look at the following examples to get an 

idea about the above discussed issues. 

... 
• AcademicYear!D = 3 

(Not a meaningful information in the business domain.) 

• O.!Jering!D = 124 

(Not a meaningful information in the business domain and this value is 

derived from others.) 

• AcademicYear 

Academic Year 

Academic Year 

Academic Year 

= 2008.2009 

= 2008-2009 

= 2008:2009 

= 200812009 

(All four Academic Years are not equal. But they give the same 
·, 

meaning in the business domain.) 
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4.1.2 Solutions for issues in information types (formats), names and 
values 

Information types 

The same entity in different systems may be in different types. But if it gives the same 

meaning inside the business domain, the new protocol must have a mechanism to 

identify and compare those entities. It may be an Online or an Offline information 

transfer mechanism; anyhow first it must neglect the information types. For an 

example, if the information value is a simple number (Integer, Float, etc), that value 
• . 

must be compared as a numerical value. If the information valu}- is not a simple 

number, then that value must be compared as a string entry. 

Information names 

And information entity name can be represented in various ways in various systems. 

Solution in the new protocol will be disused in "4.2 Information Mapper" . 

... 

Information values 

When considering information transfer mechcmisms, there are three issues in 

independent development of several systems that should operate together. These 

information value related issues are; 

1. Some information values have no meaning for others. 

u. In some information values, there is no meaning in a single value. 

Ill. Information values can be represented in various ways but gives out the same 

meaning. (Solution will be disused in "4.2 Information Mapper".) 

When considering the information values, regardless of them being online or offline 

(Manually created file or a system generated file), all values must follow a rule to 

solve the first and the second issues listed above. That rule is simple but it helps to 

develop systems independently. The rule is "All information must be in a meaningful 
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manner inside the business domain". Two examples stated below show how to 

follow that simple rule. 

• AcademicYeariD = 3 

(Not a meaningful information in the business domain.) 

Academic Year = 200812009 

{This is meaningful in the business domain.) 

• Offering!D = 124 
• 

(Not a meaningful information in the business domain and this ;.a1ue is derived 

from others.) 

Subject 

Semester 

Academic Year 

= CS/010 

= Semester-0 I 

= 2008/2009 

("CS/010" subject is offered in "Semester-01" semester in "200812009" 

Academic Year is meaningful in the business domain.) 

... 

4.2 Information Mapper 

Information is the core of any computer system, regardless of the nature of a system, 

information is the most vital element. Even a basic set of information has got 

attributes like description and its value. In an information transfer process, the key 

task is to manage and handle its description and value. 

In most cases within an organization, information description and the value 

representation can be the same. However, in some cases it may vary within several 

systems in the same organization or within different organizations' systems. That 

mfonnation description issue has been dis~ussed under section 4.1.1 in "Information , 
Names" and information value issue has been discussed under section 4.1.1 in 

"Information Values". 
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When integrating two or more systems, and if the development process is done 

independently, a solution must be there to address the two issues mentioned above. 

When considering a general case, the two issues that we discussed are there, but 

people seek out the meaning of particular information, rather than looking at the 

representation of information. Also in this case the solution would be to consider the 

meaning rather than the representation. 

In most cases, information names or descriptions differ in different systems. Most of 

the times, there is no identical pattern for comparisons across several systems. 

However, those information name sets are not that large and it is verx static. All the 
. ' 

information entity value sets are very dynamic. However, there is fome comparison 

pattern between other systems entity values sets. However, in this new protocol, 

design based is on three mappers to solve the above issues. 

4.2.1 End-user (human) mapper 

When considering the off-line information file, it might be created manually or by 

another system. When creating an off-line file, it is hard for the system to generalize 

the naming and value conventions. It is because the originating convention is totally 

outside the information seeking system and it is impossible to manage conventions 

since there is no limitation for off-line file originators . . 
For this particular matter, the best way of solving this is to grant the full responsibility 

handling conventions to the end-user. End-user must check the proper conversions 

before feeding any kind of off-line information set to the system. However, usually 

the end-user prefers to feed information in the way the end-user is familiar with. 

However, the information seeking system may identify only few naming conventions 

that it is configured to. So, the best way of solving this problem is to generate 

convention guideline by the system itself to help the end-user to pre-prepare his 

information file in to a way that th~ system is familiar with ("Formatting of 

information" in next 4.3 section describes the rules for file structure). 
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Figure 4.1 shows that operational location of the - Information Mappe/ in the new 

protocol architecture. 

4.2.2 Static or attribute name mapper 

Information names or attribute names can have different representations but it 

represents the same object in the business domain. When considering a set of 

information names, most of the times it is static and does not grow as data. Usually 

attribute names are defined only in certain point and they do not change for a long • 
time even when the business process goes on. A set of attribute name}<tbay change in 

case of an addition of a new module or any change in the business requirement of the 

system. 

In case of system integration, this attributes' name patterns may cause a problem. It is 

because when considering two systems there is no rule or pattern to map those 

information names. However, most of the times, even though the naming patterns are 

different the business idea of them can be the same. 
.... 

When considering the above issue, the solution is a static information mapper. 

However, a problem comes, which one of the systems (Information sender and the 

receiver) is going to have this static information mapper and is going to manage the . 
synchronization. However, when it is considered it can be seen that the information 

receiver is the one who should play the key role of this synchronization process. It is 

because the receiver specifically knows what kind of information it needs and to what 

content. On the other hand information providing system may be handling several 

information seekers at a time and it may not be able to provide an information 

mapping service. 

The infonnation provider has the total freedom to use any naming convention for 

mformation representation process in s~rvice providing interfaces. However, those 

mformation names should be unique through out the whole service providing process. 
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Considering the example in Table 4.1, it contains a simple database table with only 

three columns. The first column contains information name or attribute name as they 

exist in the own system (Information seeker). The second and third columns contain 

values of the responder' s identification number (ResopnderiD) and the responding 

attribute name (RespondingN a me) of that particular responder. 

Table 4.1 Sample static mapper 

I InformationName ResopnderiD RespondingN arne 

Subject 1 Course 
• 

Academic Year I AccYear • ! 

~-

Marks 1 ExamMarks 

Subject 2 SubjectName -
~ K OFAiC 

Marks 2 Paper Mark t~ r!!;! 
SemesterName 3 ScmcsterDescription l:z: L ~BRAR' 

\ ':::> ...... 

First of all, requesting system must maintain a Static infonnation name mapping table 

for non equal names as above (There is no issue in equal names available or not in 

here). When requesting information, requesting system has to replace the attribute 

names using this table for related responding system. If there is no entity available, 

that means there is no difference between requester and responder attribute names. 

Both request and respond contain responder keywords. So respond keywords or . 
attribute name are mapped by using static mapping table and can process further. 

Figure 4.1 shows the operational location of Information Mappel in the new 

protocol architecture. 

4.2.3 Dynamic or information value mapper 

In a business domain, representation of information values can be different among 

several systems or in several organizations that share the same information sets. Even 

though the representations of information values arc different, the final meanings of 

those are the same. Usually information value sets are dynamic and have a tendency 
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of rapid growth. When we take a particular information set in an information system 

with the daily operations going on, its size grows. I lence as in the "Static or Attribute 

Name Mapper'' (Section 4.2.2), using a simple table mapping solution is practically 

impossible. Here, the daily operations are meant to be end-users activities rather than 

system changes. 

V1ost of the times when considering two systems that interact with each other, in two 

particular information sets that have the same business domain meaning, there can be 

seen a common pattern of representation. So the best way to solve this kind of issue 

regarding information values is to use a dynamic mapper, which uses_ a mechanism 
. ( 

such as string matching. A mechanism such as string matching can)i'e easily used to 

identify the information value. 

For example; 

If a particular system has the academic year as "200712008" and the other 

system which communicates with previous system has the academic year as 

"2007-2008", a string matching mechanism can be defined to match these two 

values as having the same meaning. This defined string matching mechanism 
.... 

can understand any growth in academic year entities of both systems. 

Figure 4.1 shows the operational location Information Mappel in the new protocol 

architecture. 

4.3 Information Transfer Mechanisms 

If there are two or more systems that depend on each other' s information, there has to 

be a way of communication, or in other words infonnation transfer mechanism. This 

information transfer mechanism can be on-line transfer mechanism, which 

communicates real-time or an off-line transfer mechanism. 
-~ 
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Off-line information transfer 

The most basic, simple but the best way of off-line infonnation store and transfer is 

the use of a spreadsheet. It is better to use ODF (Open Document Format) file types. It 

contains XML file describe spread sheet architecture. The system must support most 

common spreadsheet formats such as Microsoft Office Excel and Open Office Calc 

fi le types. So, '·Information Provider" must have an interface to generate supporting 

standard spreadsheet file formats. 

In a case where there are no systems interacting, basically end-users may use standard • 
spreadsheet file formats to store and transfer information to the systetj-that needs the 

particular information. To facilitate both the operations (System generated spreadsheet 

and manually created spreadsheet), the " Information Recipient" system must have an 

interface to abstract the information from supporting standard format files. 

Online information transfer 

... 
When considering modem information systems, they are based on different kind of 

platforms (Operating systems) and they use different kinds of programming languages. 

Because of that, the new protocol should be platform and programming language 

mdependent. So, to achieve this, independence SOAP based Web-services are being . 
used. 

For the online information transfer, " Information Provider" and " Information 

Recipient" must have web-service server and web-service client .interfaces. Figure 4.2 

shows how the different layers interact and how the standard interfaces are used for 

communication. In that figure, '"X" stands for all additional requirements that are 

necessary for the on-line information transfer through the new protocol. 

~ 
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4.4 Formats of Information 
... 

In any kind of information transfer process, the format (Structure of elements in an 

information set) of information is a crucial factor. Whatever the source of information, 

the format of information set is the base for information synchronization with the 

destination. This is further discussed in the following sections in on-line and off-line 

(system generated/ manfully created) information transfer mechanisms. 

4.4.1 Off-line information transfer format 

In any kind of a situation, depending on the recipient's infonnation receiving interface, 

the format of the off-line information file may differ. Different systems accept 

information in different formats due to their interface architecture. This case creates 

two more issues, the first one is this makes information transfer process complex and 

the second one is defining a generic format to provide the information to a system 

unfeasible. 
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A feasible but simple solution for the above problem is addressed in the new protocol. 

This new protocol facilitates users with a simple information file format and 

considerably reduces the thorough dependency in a particular recipient interface. Total 

freedom will be given to the recipient interface to define the format of the information 

file, but the recipient interface should not violate the basic protocol guidelines. 

The information recipient always provides the set of guidelines according to a 

particular interface and it should not violate the following six basic rules. The 

information provider must regulate the set of information according to th~ .information 

recipient· s set of rules defined for that particular task. t• 

1. All information must be in "Sheet l''. 

11. Single row should contain only a single infonnation set. 
...._-

111. Single column should contain only a single type of attribute category (Eg: 

Student Names, Exam Marks, etc) and a particular attribute category 

should not be duplicated in another column. 

tv. Information must be contained in a simple m x 11 (Number of information 
... 

sets x Number of attributes) cells table. There should not be any merged 

cells and if there are blank cells they are considered as null. 

v. The first row is reserved fo r attribute category names. 

v1. Information sets can be contained from t[le second row up to the end of the 

sheet. 

Manually created file 

If the file is created manually, creator or end-user can maintain any number of 

columns, which contain related information. But it should contain enough attribute 

categories to express a proper meaning in the relevant business domain to any relevant 

end-user. 
., 

As an example, Student's Registration Number is 07 82 70C and Student 's Exam Mark 

is 80 is not meaningful in a business domain. To present this with a proper meaning, 
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there must be some other additional infonnation such as Subject Name, Academic 

Y car, Semester, etc. But for some cases, end-user or end-system (information 

recipient) might distinguish the information without considering all the attributes. 

Whatever the scenario, all attributes included or not, the file format that is manually 

created must be in the infonnation recipient's predefined and required format. 

System generated file 

When any business level function is taken into consideration, the ~ystem can not 

predict about the attributes an end-user or an information recipierrf~ystem requires. 

The reason behind this is that the information providing system is not designed to 

facilitate all the potential end-users and end-systems. So, the solution for this is to 

provide all relevant attributes and its values when generating the information file. This 

mechanism can be further enhanced by providing a selection option for the end-user to 

decide the necessary attributes. 

... 

Information extraction from ofjline files 

Spreadsheet is the most common, simple and the best way to transfer offline 

information. Spreadsheets can be system generated or manually created. The new 

protocol supported systems must facilitate extracting information from at least few 

common spreadsheet types. 

When considering an offline infonnation transfer process, the recipient system can not 

manage the whole process without the help of end-user. Initially, the information 

recipient system must provide a fonnat to upload the file, which contains the sets of 

infonnation. Then the end-user can modify the spreadsheet that contains sets of 

information, according to the way that .jnformation recipient system accepts. If it is a 

system generated file, the end-user only has to remove unnecessary information 

columns and arrange the attribute order (columns order) in the way that the recipient 

system accepts. 
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ln other words, for a successful off-line information transfer process, it must not 

violate two basic rules. Spreadsheet that contains infonnation must follow the six 

primary rules, which are defined for an offline file. That spreadsheet file must follow 

order of information columns required by information recipient system. 

4.4.2 Online information transfer format 

The new protocol designed to achieve interface independent development process for 

the information providing system and also for the information re_quiring system. 

Mainly if it is an independent development, both systems should J:e' able to carry out 

their own development process regardless of the other end. Traditional online service 

oriented architecture does not provide independent development of this kind due to 

some reasons. Mainly attributes such as function names, number of functions, number 

of input and output, input and output names, etc should be known to the other system 

in order to carry out the development process. 

New information transfer protocol design has a simple interface. This simple interface 

concept is helpful to develop a universal independt?nt interface. This new interface 

that is based on the new protocol, enabled for one standard function with only one 

input and only one output. However, all the services are provided using this single 

interface. These two input and output formats are strings. Information provider . 
interface and information recipient interface can be developed independently because 

ofthe new proposed interface. 

Interface Format 

Function Name 

Request Data 

Respond Data 

- GlobalScrviceFunction 

- String (That string contains XML file) 

-String (That string contains XML file) 

-:. 
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Request Data 

Request string only contains XML file structure inside. New protocol's requesting 

XML string must have the following format; 

Figure 4.3 standard format - efficient in request) shows the requesting data structure. 

"usemame" and '·password" attributes contain requesting system (information 

recipient) authentication data required for the responding system (information 

provider). Information provider can have several business functions to provide various 

information. The "businessFunction" attribute contains relevant business function 

name that assists to discover the required information sets. The "kftown" attribute . ( 

contains information that the requesting system already knows . .S-ince this structure 

contains only the critical set of information, it is very efficient when requesting 

information. Figure 4.4 shows a sample of a requesting data structure. 

<request> 
<username> 
<password> 
<businessFunction> 

<known> 
</request> 

</username> 
</password> 
</businessFunction> 
</known> 

... 

Figure 4.3 (Request string (XML) standard format- efficient in request) 

<request> 
<username > Req uestServcrU serN arne <l username> 
<password> RequestServerPassword </pass·word> 
<businessFunction> Function-! </business Function> 
<known> 

<attribute J > Value-01 </attribute I> - -
< attribute 2> Value-02 </attribute 2> - -
< attribute 3> Value-03 </attribute 3> - -

</known> 

< request> 

Figure 4.4 (Standard sample request XML string- efficient in request) 

., 
Figure 4.5 shows another way of a requesting data structure. Other than the previous 

structure's attributes, this contains an attribute called "unknown", which contains all 

the required sets of information attributes for the requesting system. Figure 4.6 shows 

a sample of a requesting data structure. 
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<request> 

<username> 

<password> 

<businessFunction> 

<known> 

</known> 
<unknown> 

</unknown> 

<!request> 

<lusername> 
</password> 

</business Function> 

Figure 4.5 (Request string (XML) standard format- efficient in respond) 

<request> 

<username> RequestServerUserName</username> 

<password> RequestServerPassword </password> 

<businessFunction> Function-! <lbusinessFunction> 

<known> 

<attribute / >Yaluc-01 </ attribute 1> 
- -

<attribute 2> Yalue-02 </ attribute 2> 
- -

<attribute 3> Yalue-03 </ attribute 3> 
- -

</known> 

<unknown> " 

<name> U nknown-attribute-0 l </name> 

<name> Unknown-attribute-02 </name> 

<name> Unknown-attribute-03 </name> 

<name> Unknown-attributc-04 </name> 

</unknown> 

</request> 

.. 
! 

f 

Figure 4. 6 (Standard sample request XML string- efficient in respond) 

Response Data 

Response string only contains XML file structure inside. New protocol's responding 

XML string must have the following fonnat; 
... 

Figure 4.7 shows the responding data structure. The .. data·· attribute contains 

information sets, which are responding to requesting system (information recipient). 

Figure 4.8 shows a sample of a responding data structure. 
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<respond> 

<data> 
</data> 

</respond> 

<respond> 

<data> 

Figure 4. 7 (Respond string (XML) standard format) 

<Unknown-attribute-01> Value-1.1 </Unknown-attribute-Of> 

<Unknown-attribute-02> Yalue-1.2 </Unknown-attribute-02> 

<Unknown-attribute-03> Value-1.3 </Unknown-attribute-03> 

<Unknown-attribute-04> Yalue-1.4 </Unknown-attrib_ute-04> 

</data> ,l 
<data> 

<Unknown-attribute-O f> Yalue-2.1 </Unknown-attribute-Of> 

<Unknown-attrihute-02> Yalue-2.2 </Unknown-attribute-02> 

< Unknown-attrihute-03> Value-2.3 </Unknown-attribute-03> 

< Unknown-attribute-04> Yalue-2.4 </Unknown-attribute-04> 
</data> 

<data> 

<Unknown-attribute-D I> Val ue-3 .1 </Unknown-attribute-0 I> 

<Unknown-attribute-02> Yalue-3 .2 </Unknown-attribute-02> 

< Unknown-attribute-03> Yalue-3 .3 </Unknown-attribute-03> 

<Unknown-attribute-04> Yalue-3.4 </Unknown-attribute-04> 

</data> 

</respond> 

Figure 4.8 (Sample respond XML string) 

Information recipient's requesting data structure and information provider's 

responding data structure must follow the above defined message structure. However, 

the attribute order is not compulsory; both information recipient and information 

provider can maintain their own sequence. 

4.5 Security 
.. 

Today most of the information systems contain lot of data and most of the times this 

data can be highly sensitive. Since this new protocol is going to be used in information 

systems, the security aspect should be closely considered. Therefore, this new protocol 

is equipped with well functioning security measures. 
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4.5.1 Information transfer security 

Off-line Information Transf er Security 

An off-line information transfer mechanism is based on information file. This 

information file can be a system generated file or an end-user creation. Whatever the 

scenario, the owner of the information fi le is the end-user. Therefore, security 

measures about that particular file based information should be taken by the end-user 

(human end-user). 

• 

I" 
On-line Information Transf er Security 

An on-line information transfer mechanism always has two information systems that 

carry out the sending and receiving through some kind of information channel. 

Therefore, as a security measure, a secure channel can be used. It is not compulsory to 

have a secure channel for communications but it is essential for secured information 

transfer. 

... 

In a practical scenario, usually HTTP is used for SOAP based Web-Services 

communications, but HTTPS (secure HTTP communication channel) can be used for 

secured communications. 

4.5.2 Information owners 

Off-line information owners 

Creation of an information file: 

If an information file is created by an end-user, obviously the user (human user) 

is the owner of that fi le. This ownership does not mean that the human end
·;. 

user gets the privilege to offer the information to another system or a user. 

If the information file is system generated, even though the primary owner is 

the information system, once it is received by the human end-user, he becomes 
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the owner and this ownership too is similar to the ownership of a manually 

created file. Whatever the scenario, the end-user's ownership of information is 

ruled by the information system privileges defined to that particular end-user. 

Uploading information file to server 

The information file may be created manually by an end-user or by 

information system. Whatever the option, the privileged end-user who feeds 

the information into the system is the owner who has the privilege to upload 

the particular information file. • 
I ,. 

On-line information owners 

When considering a single isolated information system, different information sets are 

owned by different end-users based on system policies. However, the ownership of 

information sets become complex, when information transfer process occurs between 

two information systems. 

" 

In a scenario where one information system transfers a set of information to a seeking 

information system, after transfer the information to the receiving system, it must 

takeover the full responsibility of handling received information ownership. 

4.5.3 Service security level 

Information ownership can have several levels. Some infomiation sets can be publicly 

available and some information sets can be highly confidential. Therefore, according 

to the sensitivity of information in an online information transfer process, the security 

level of the information offering should be provided . 

.. 
The new protocol has provided three main services controlling security levels. Such as 

··open services", "Close services"' and "Location close services". 
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Open services 

In "Open services", the information providing system allows any other information 

seeking systems to access its corresponding information services without any control 

for information. 

Close services 

In "Close services", the information providing system allows only authorized 
• 

information seeking systems to access its corresponding ~!lformation service. 

Information seeking system can authenticate itself by using "Se~erName" (same as a 

usemame) and "Password". 

Location close services 

In ''Location close services", the information providing system allows only the 

authorized information seeking systems with an <tuthenticated location to access its 

corresponding information service. Authorization process is the same as in "Close 

services'·, but the information providing system considers the location (identified 

using the IP address) of the information seeking system for authentication. 

In practice, one information seeking system may require several server addresses to 

access the information providing system. Therefore, to facil itate this, several 

information seeker addresses can be registered in the infonnation providing system. If 

the server location of information seeking system is stated as "Any" or" * ", it will be 

the same as "Close services'' for the particular seeking system. 

-~ 
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